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Niko

When I was ten years old I got a letter from a mysterious person. It didn't make any sense at the time

Conjunction I guess that I was too Adjective to understand. It read...

"When will you realize that everything that you ever experienced was a lie? How many times have I given you

and everyone else the same Noun ?"

At first I thought it was all just a silly joke that any person would do to a young girl but now I've finally realized,

after two years, that everything actually was a lie. Everything started to fall into place on the day that I was given

the freedom to go out and look at the cherry blossoms that were nearby my home.

I was Verb - Base Form sitting on the edge of the lake that was lined with the Adjective trees when I

saw the Emperor of my country, Japan, come up to me. I Adverb stood up and Verb - Base Form .

He smiled and motioned for me to sit down. He came over and sat Preposition next to me.

I didn't know why he had chosen me to sit Preposition to or why he didn't have any Noun with

him but I just decided to be polite and not worry about it.

" May I ask what your name is?" Pronoun asked me.

" My name is Niko." I answered smiling back at Pronoun .

" That's a wonderful name. It stands for 'smile', right?"

" Yes, Pronoun ."

" It's very Adjective ."

" Thank you."

Then



I realized why he sat next to me and why he was asking me these things. But I think it makes sense to just stay

Adverb about it. The real question is what was the warning? I'll just assume that I'll never know

Conjunction I really don't care. If it means something serious I guess I'll just have to treat everyday like

it's my last. The thing is... is that a good thing?
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